
These are the voyages of Knighted
Ventures. Its endless mission, to explore

strange new casinos, to seek out new
clients and new patrons, to boldly go

where no TPPPS has gone before.
Join us as we explore the Knighted galaxy.
We will broadcast updated transmissions

from our company, highlight some star
cadets, and spotlight ways to become the
next astronaut with a strong player/dealer

hand.

Greetings ancestors! This month, one of our associates has
traveled back in time from the year 2099 to tell you all about
the future. There have been many developments with the
company over the course of these decades and Neo is here
to tell you all about it. However, we will not share any details
about world events or any sport game outcomes. We all
know what happened in Back to the Future Part II…



“Wello... I realize you might not know that term, but it’s ‘well’ and ‘hello’ put together. My
name is Neo and I am an associate at Knighted Ventures. I currently work at the
HoverBike Casino in Southern California. It used to be called the Bike, back when wheels
were around, but I’m sure you knew that flying cars would be a thing someday. Anyway, I
just qualified to obtain Magenta belt status, which now means I know extraterrestrial Tiles.
Yes, we have many new games in the future, and some of them have come from friends
around the galaxy…

Getting back to Knighted Ventures... we’ve
grown considerably over the years and
now have thousands of associates. It’s
been said that a lot of the employees that
were around in 2017 contributed to the
most important periods of growth, so I
want to thank you for putting in the hard
work so that I could have a job. We also
have some exciting new subsidiaries now,
first one being Fried Adventures, which is
a floating taco truck that teleports to each
casino. The space tacos are amazing! We
also run a company called Lighted
Dentures, which specializes in light up
teeth for birthday parties, concerts, and everyday lighting needs.

They were originally a hit with the older
community for their “flashlight” and
“reading light” features, but quickly caught
on with all age groups. The last
subsidiary, Slight Adventures, hasn’t been
super busy, but they have regular clients.
Slight Adventures is an entertainment
company that creates thrill rides for those
who want a less intense experience than
your average roller coaster. So, you can
do things like ride in a fast car well under
the speed limit, or jump from a moving
plane that is 4 feet above the ground. It’s
an acquired taste.

That’s all for now, but it’s been awesome
experiencing 2017 with you all. It’s weird

seeing emojis in 2D. Anyway, have eight great decades, and don’t clone yourself unless
you’re too short-staffed to open tables! Peace out and about!”

Knighted Ventures had the
recent opportunity to sponsor
and produce another hugely
successful poker tournament at
California Gaming Association's
annual meeting. We raised over
$10,000! All proceeds from the
tournament benefited Operation Homefront, a non-profit organization whose
mission is building strong, stable, and secure military families so they can thrive
in the communities they have worked to protect.



The month of October marks Breast Cancer Awareness Month, and our Knights
were present across all of California for the fight! Knights for Neighbors in
Ventura, Los Angeles, Sacramento, and San Francisco participated in the
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer walks, in order to support loved ones,
survivors, and people that have been affected by this terrible disease. We all
banded together in our pink shirts to help raise donations and awareness in
critical research across the nation!

From all of us here at Knighted, thank you for supporting a cause that's near to
many of our hearts! Because of your efforts, we were able to raise almost
$1000!

Do you have a cause you're fighting for as well? Please contact your HR team
to let us know!



This month, we saw quite a bit of movement in our
KV Galaxy! Brandon Mason of Bike made the
orbital jump from Senior Associate to Shift Lead.
Kong Her hopped on his spaceship and flew from
Lodi to Lotus, while Jessica Lee and Melanie
Robinson cruised over to Lodi from 580 and
Cordova. We also saw Isaac Peralta jet-pack from
Lotus back home to Cordova. Dennis Garcia and
Michael Harris took a short space-walk and moved
from the Bike’s Main Floor to the Freedom Court,
while Wa Bang of Golden West rocketed into Bike’s
Main Floor. Rounding out the galactic journey, Ivette

Gramajo catapulted from Bike’s Freedom Court to Players. Please welcome all
of the associates to their new worlds and be sure to assist them as they adjust
to the new terrain!

Jason Allman, Diego Arellano, Roger Aspiras, Edgar Ayon, Kom Bang, Tina
Berry, Edwin Cantonal Liana Chac, Mai Chang, Chris Cho, Ruben Cisca, Marco
Correa Meza, Jenna Crisostomo, Stephen Davie, Francisco Diaz Nunez,
Anissa Dickson, Durrell Dillard, Ky Do, Joseph Eckerdt, Malik Ellison, Isai
Espinoza, Sean Farley, Dan Freidin, Erika Garcia, Gabriel Gill, Patrick Hayward,
Richard Hood Jr., Meng Chhay Houth, Diego Ibarra Mendez, Quanisia Jackson,
Khonesavanh Kavan, Ngoc Thuy La, Paayal Lal, Melissa Lam, Yeins Lee,
Robert Lee, Zongjian Lu, Angela Manera, Shawn Matlock, Darvin Miranda,
Ameen Missoumi, Christian Morales, Andrew Morales, Lee Moua, Luis Munoz
Darren Nguyen, Leelong Nukhai, Raymond Ouch, Elvina Patino, LeRoy Patrick,
Michael Perri, Thao Pham, William Quinn, Marion Raithel, Aaron Robles,
Jasmine Rodriguez, Tracy Sankey, Kelsey Shonkwiler, Chhinda Song, Elizabeth
Soto, Claude Spillard, Christopher Stimpfle, Justin Tang, Timothy Treloar, Karl
Allen Ubalde, Melissa Valencia, Guadalupe Valenzuela, Tuyen Vo, Nicole
Womack, Jazz Wynn



5 Years - Pheng Vue
4 Years - Chase Baxter, Edilberto Cataquian Jr.,
Steven Flynn, Elise Gonzales, Cameron Kemper,
Amy Banquerigo

3 Years - Chedra Thomas, Jorge Rangel, Alvin Toch,
Larry Moua, Jordan Aman, Matthew Villanueva, Yeins
Lee, William Quinn

2 Years - Gustavo Contreras-Martinez, Kenneth Morris, Alexander
Gutierrez, Suzie Yang, Larry Yee, David Chao, Hebrew Marcelin,
Dustin Coffman, Jeska Shum, Mai Youa Xiong

1 Year - Anthony Valdez, Larry Thomas, Anh Mai, Dean Olver, Cecilia Ramirez,
Elvina Patino, Collin McKeown-Hickel, Kyle Lewis, Bryan Grench, Michail
Marinin, Austin Kastelic, Derek Gaxiola, Destiny Williams Panell, Daniel Walsh,
Leelong Nukhai

Guide to the Galaxy Crossword Puzzle
So, you think you know about space?



ACROSS

1 Starfleet Academy's "No Win" scenario
8 Star of the original television series
Cosmos
9 This creature was originally intended to
be a Wookiee
10 What is the meaning of Life, the
Universe and Everything?
11 The collective term for scientific
searches for extraterrestrial life
12 The nearest star to our solar system is
this many light years away
13 The first man-made craft to exit our
solar system
14 Theoretical passage through space-
time that could create shortcuts for long
journeys across the universe
16 Wretched hive of scum and villainy
18 NASA program designed to land
humans on the moon
19 This theory explains the nature and
behavior of matter and energy on the
atomic and subatomic level
21 To some sci-fi fans, this is a
murderous device that disassembles and
reassembles atoms

DOWN

2 What makes the spice?
3 This theory explains why time slows
down as you approach the speed of light
4 Russian astronaut
5 To the truest of Star Wars fans, he didn't
shoot first
6 The Milky Way’s nearest neighbor
7 The home of Area 51
15 The cybernetic civilization at war with
the Twelve Colonies
17 The first satellite in space
20 The shape of spacetime

Submit answers HERE!

Last Month's Winner!

Last month for Banker Brilliance, we
challenged your TV show prowess with a
crossword puzzle. Thanks to everyone
who submitted their answers! We had lots
of entries and ended up doing a raffle to
decide the winner. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfWu5v2S_hR1AHQ8iGOsNu-XGc3Oi6y5MlA0MSIB3p8UaoiLA/viewform


The lucky Knight is Jorge Rangel from
Golden West casino!! Check him out
below in his awesome halloween costume.
Jorge will receive a $100 Amazon gift card
as a token of our appreciation. Thanks
Jorge!

Here are five real astronaut
training exercises you can
try today. Complete this
circuit twice a week.

Best for your back
Do the Pilates Full Teaser by
lying face-up on a mat and
simultaneously lifting your
legs and arms. Return to the
start. Aim for 5 slow and
controlled repetitions.

Best for balance and reactions
Stand on one leg while trying to catch and throw a ball with a gym partner. Do it for 3 x 30
seconds on each leg.

Best for agility and coordination 
Adopt a press-up position then lift one knee up towards your elbow. Return to start and
repeat with the opposite knee. Repeat for 3 x 30 seconds.



Best for core strength
Alternate a front plank (lie face-down with your weight on your forearms and hold your
back straight) with a lateral plank (rotate to one side). Do both variations three times for
30 seconds each time.

Best for strength and bone density
Do kettlebell swings by holding a kettlebell in both hands, squatting down and swinging
the weight from between your legs to chest height. Aim for 3 x 1-minute efforts.

October 4, 1957 - First artificial
satellite, Sputnik I, is launched
by Soviet Union.

October 1, 1958 - N.A.S.A. is
founded, taking over existing
National Advisory Committee
on Aeronautics.

October 3, 1985 - Maiden
Voyage of Atlantis. Atlantis, the forth orbiter in America's Space Shuttle fleet,
begins its first mission in space. During mission STS-51J, the five-member crew
performs a number of classified missions for the U.S. Department of Defense.

October 29, 1998 - At 77, John Glenn
returned to space aboard shuttle
Discovery, becoming the oldest person
ever to fly in space.

October 14, 2012 - Felix Baumgartner
becomes the first human being to break
the sound barrier without a jet or
spacecraft as he jumps from the edge of
space. A capsule attached to a helium
balloon takes him 24 miles up and he

sets a new record, breaking the previous record for highest jump set by Joe
Kittinger at 19.5 miles in 1960. During his descent, he reaches a top speed of
833 mph (1340 kph).

Kamaran Francis - Players Casino

Players Casino is pleased to announce Kamaran Francis
has been chosen as this month's employee spotlight!



Kamaran exemplifies LFWYA in many ways: he has always
maintained consistent job performance since joining the
team last July; he takes accountability for the action on his
table and always reports activity on his games; and he's
maintained excellent attendance throughout the year. He does
all this while working 2 full time jobs and staying dedicated to
his family! His fellow Knights at work respect him and look
up to him because he maintains a great attitude despite all
the hours he works. He is always down to help other
associates and looks out for our KV team. 

In his free time, Kamaran enjoys dining at new dive
restaurants, checking out new movies in theaters, and
keeping up with his favorite sports teams: the Los Angeles
Chargers, the Los Angeles Lakers, and (in his words) the
soon-to-be MLB World Series Champions the Los Angeles Dodgers! Beyond those, he
finds heading up to the woods and stargazing with his friends & family over a campfire
while roasting s'mores is most enjoyable! Kamaran feels like there's nothing quite like
relaxing in nature and being able to get away from the constant motion of everyday life.

Thank you for all your hard work Kamaran! Your team appreciates you!

Malie Nguyen - 580 Casino

Casino 580 has selected Malie Nguyen for the Employee
Spotlight at 580 this month. Malie always comes in with a
positive attitude and is a pleasure to work with. She not only is
an exceptional Gaming Associate and always willing to assist
with operational needs, but she also takes the initiative to help
out those around her whenever they need it. 

Malie enjoys makeup a lot because of the way it makes people
feel and spends time watching makeup tutorials and going to
Sephora. She likes to go crabbing in San Francisco with her
family, which includes her 10 year old daughter Nally, so that
she can eat the crabs since seafood is her favorite. Malie
describes herself as someone who enjoys the simple things
such as food and nature. Malie, on behalf of the 580 team and
Knighted Ventures, we'd like to thank you for being a positive

force on the team. Keep up the great work, you are highly appreciated!

Cecilie Thompson - Cordova Casino

We have chosen Cecilie Thompson of Cordova
Casino as this month's Employee Spotlight!

Cecilie has always been a positive influence on
her peers from the beginning of her time at
Cordova. Her interactions with others at the
casino are always friendly and respectful, and
she tends to have this bright presence about
her. She is an eager learner as well, constantly
looking forward to training and assessments as
she strives to improve her skills; she has
learned many of the games since becoming a
Gaming Associate a short 5 months ago. In
addition to that, she looks to lead other projects
outside the casino to help enrich fellow
associates and her local community.  



Cecilie is into West African culture and has been involved with it for 13 years. She was
even in a dance troupe when she was younger! West African is her favorite genre of
music and it has always been something her family has bonded over. She has traveled
all over the country, her favorite place being Atlanta. She loved the city's activities and
unique culture. There was always something to do: dance troupes, spoken word and
various spots with amazing nightlife. Cecilie also loves Anime, particularly Naruto
Shippuden and Full Metal Alchemist, though she isn’t into the conventional scene. She
says it is too nerdy for her.  

In the picture above, she is partaking in the UC Santa Cruz tradition of garnering good
luck from having a banana slug crawl over her face.

Ricardo Gil Mendez - Players Casino &
Michael Forney - Golden West Casino

Do you have any cool nicknames?
RGM: Some people at work call me Ricky, my family calls me Rica, my friends
call me by my last name, Gil.
MF: Not Mikey! When I first started with Knighted, somehow on all my name tags
my name was written down as Mikey. As hard as I try to make it go away, it still
persists.

How long have you been in the industry?
RGM: Over 5 years.
MF: About 14 years - I started shortly after my 21st birthday, though I did take a
year off before coming back.

What casinos have you worked in?
RGM: Players
MF: Pretty much just Golden West though I did work a couple days at Diamond
Jims.

What is your favorite casino game and why?
RGM: Blackjack, because it's a fast game at Players and it keeps me on the edge



of my seat. I also find it amusing hearing player's philosophy and superstition
about the game when they should have hit or stayed.
MF: It is a tie between PGP and UTH. I really like the pace of both games which
causes time to fly by. I also like the focus and involvement we have in both
games, I feel it keeps my mind sharp and stops my mind from wandering.

What are three things that you look for in your team members? Why are they important?
RGM:
Positivity - Coming in to work with a positive attitude is important because
positivity generates to the people around you. One thing I can't stand is negativity
and people spreading it to others. Overall, being positive is good for the mind and
the soul.
Selflessness - I appreciate the people who think of others before themselves. It
shows great character about a person when they are mindful of others.
Humility - Someone who doesn't compare themselves to others and accepts that
people are different. There are Billions of people in the world and everyone is
different in their own way.
MF:
Work Ethic/Reliability - I was raised to always follow through with obligations, to
show up on time, and always try my hardest.
Teamwork - We succeed as a team, not as individuals. If we all work together
then there is nothing that we can't achieve.
Positivity - Positivity, just like negativity, spreads and having a positive attitude
can help others stay motivated and on track - even in dark times. Overall I feel that
the more people who show up every day ready to work together with a positive
attitude, than the better the moral and motivation to succeed will be.

Who has been your biggest inspiration and why?
RGM: My mom and dad because they were able to raise me and my 10 brothers
and sisters. YES, I have 6 sisters and 4 brothers and we all have a close bond to
each other. When we all moved to the US from Mexico, at one point we all lived in
a house together. As a kid my bed was a blanket and a pillow next to my parent's
bed, but those were the happiest times of my life. Now my parents and all my
older siblings are home owners! Through setting goals and perseverance, they
have shown me that NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE!
MF: I actually have two. First would be my Step Father. He didn't have to raise me
as his own son, but he did. He taught me what it was to be a father and when I got
married I modeled the way I raised my own step son after the way he raised me.
My wife is my other inspiration. She, just within the last two years, decided to go
back to school full time and continue to work full time as well. She stays up late
every night, gets up early every morning, takes care of our family and has gotten
straight A’s in school. She is the strongest person I know and gives me the
inspiration to get up every morning and try my hardest.

What is your favorite “space” themed movie?
RGM: I enjoy watching Wall-E with my kids because a simple robot just doing
one repetitive job found his drive and motivation, which was LOVE and finding his
sweetheart "Eeev-A". Along the way he made a huge impact on so many other
robot’s and people's lives, and he didn't even know it. That's the same lesson we
all can learn, finding our drive and motivation and how it can affect people around
us in a positive way. Wall-e is my hero.
MF: I find this questions funny because anyone who has ever met me instantly
knows what my answer will be. I am a huge Star Wars fan, in fact my trademark is
my Rogue One backpack that I bring into work every day though I did just get a
new Darth Vader briefcase. Growing up I always loved to both read and watch
Science Fiction and Fantasy and Star Wars to me always combined both
seamlessly.

If it was possible to travel to any planet in our universe, where would you choose to go
and why? (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune)

RGM: To Saturn, because I'm sure the view would be beautiful with the rings
around it. I love nature and sightseeing so I'm sure Saturn probably has the best
view. If you like it, put a ring on it.



MF: Venus - It is the most earth like planet in our solar system and still orbits the
habitable zone of the Sun, though it does have a rampant greenhouse effect. I feel
that there would be so much to see and explore in that mysterious and hidden
landscape. 

You've been chosen to go on a mission to the moon. You are allowed to bring one item
with you to leave as a representation of you and your family on the moon (just like Neil
Armstrong left the US flag on the moon). What would you bring and leave on the moon?
Why did you choose that item?

RGM: I would take my family portrait because now it's a rare moment for us when
all my siblings are together in one place. We all live in different parts of California,
so we capture the moment when it actually does happen.
MF: I actually think I would just leave a picture of my family from when we were at
Disney World last year. In my family we love Disney and going to Disney World
was one of the best experiences of my life. It was the best vacation I have ever
been on and being able to spend it with my loved ones will be a memory that I
never forget.

What would you like to share with your team?
RGM: I value family very much and I like to bring those values with me
everywhere I go. My family at Players are awesome and I enjoy coming into work
because I see them all as my brothers and sisters.
MF: I know we are going though a lot right now being really short handed, but I
want to thank everyone for their hard work and dedication in these trying
times. You are an amazing team and are the reasons that I enjoy going to work
every day. I appreciate everything you do as we try and get back on track.

Connect with us

  

https://www.facebook.com/knighted.ventures
http://gaming.knighted.com

